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Artificial Neural Networ ks
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Thus~ their development was fostered in

the huge field of artificial intelligence.
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counterparts.

Figure 1 shows a biological neuron.
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Figure 1.

Biological Neuron

terminal bouton - A form of transmitting antenna which
almost makes contact with the dendrites of other neurons at
connection sights known as synapses.
dendrite - A form of receiving antenna which receives
information from other neurons and conducts it toward the
cell body.
Communication between neurons is performed when the terminal
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synapse

neurotransmitters
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Figure 2 shows

an artificial neuron.
The artificial neuron consists of:
input vector(x[l] •• x[n]) - These inputs model the synaptic
connections of the biological neruon.
weight vector(w[l] •• w[n]) - These weights model the
"strength" of the synaptic connections.
activation function(F) - Also known as the "squashing"
function, this function determines the neurons outp u t based

F
x[l]w[I] NET

Figure 2.
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on the summation of then input/weight products.
The output
is often either binary (0 or 1) or a small real value.
As with its biological

counterpart, learning is achieved by

changing the synaptic connections (i.e. weights) among neurons.
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types are backpropagation (seen in Figure 3>, counterpropagation,
Hopfield, and Hamming.
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Figure 3.

3-Layer Backprooagation Network

2.

Select the next t r aining pair from the training
set.
Apply th e input vector to the networ k i nput.

3.

Calculate the output o f

4.

Calculate the error bet wee n the net work output and
the desired output .

C"

Adjust the weights of the network in a way that
minimizes the er r or .

6.

Rep e at steps 2 throug h 5 for each vector in the
training set unti l th e e r ror for the entire set is
acc e ptably low.
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Object-Oriented Programming in Smalltalk
Smalltalk is the leading object-oriented language.
is more

Smalltalk

than just
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Although it has
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in terms that
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terms of objects and actions on

objects.

This

makes it a very powerful development environment indeed.
The methodology for using Smalltalk consists of:
Identifying the objects appearing in the problem and
its solution.
Classifying the objects according to their
similarities and differences.
Designing messages which make up the language of
interaction among the objects.
Implementing methods which are the algorithms that
carry out the interaction among objects.
Objects are protected data structures consisting of data and
message

definitions.
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The

program is actually a graphical view on the training of

a three-layer backpropagation network.
a new instance of the DeltaANS
"open:'' with the training

It is invoked by creating

class and sending it the

set as an argument.

This

message

is achieved

by evaluating the following Smalltalk expression:
(DeltaANS new) open:

((input v ectorl targetvectorl)

(inputvectorN targetvectorN))
It

can also be invoked

by sending the

following messages which

invoke built-in exemplars:
DeltaANS smallEx ample
DeltaANS largeExample
When the program is invoked, the following window is presented:

Delta
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Hdden
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rue Exoooment

DD
DD
DD
DD
Fi g ur a 4.

DeltaANS Program Window

The

top pane of the window is

Smalltalk expressions.

simply a text pane f or evaluating

The bottom pane is a graphical pane, with

four rows of blocks labeled Input, Hidden, . Outputs, Targets.
number
vectors.

of blocks per row is determined

The

by the size of the input

The network is designed so that neuron output is in the

interval [-1.0, 1.0J.
if a neuron's output is in

its block will appear
white <not at all)
gray
block

[-1.0, -0.34]
[-0.33, 0.33]
CO. 34,

1. OJ

Clicking on the title bar with the right mouse button veilds
the following pop-up menu:
I learn
!learn 10 cycles
llearn 50 cycles
llearn 1000 cycles
lcloseWindow

The menu options are
with the left mouse
of

selected by clicking on the
button.

one forward/reverse

"learn"

options

number of times.

desired option

Selecting "learn" shows

pass cycle

simply repeat

the

on the
learn

the effect

network.

The other

cycle the

specified

"closeWindow" simply shuts down the program and

removes its window from the display.
As
network

the

network

becomes

trained, the

error

between

the

output and the target vector for each training pair will

be reduced.

Thus, the color

of the bloc ks in the repective rows

should become identical as the network converges.

Summary
Artificial neural networks

and object-oriented

programming

are two of the hottest areas in the computer science field today.
An

object-oriented

development
tap

environment

tool and is arguably

is

an

extremely

the best platform

the power of the neural network.

powerful
on which to

I believe that as the two

technologies mature~ it will become more and more common for them
to be jointly employed to solve complex problems.

